
Questions and Answers #2 
No further questions will be accepted prior to contract award 

1)      In the NW corner boiler room, there is a black boiler stand pipe (possibly penetration # 4) that has 

been terminated from the old boiler system but not removed from the building. It is penetrating the 

existing roof but is not part of the two items being removed (#'s 2 & 8) with new roofing going over it. 

This is an unnecessary penetration and the pipe serves no purpose. Will CAFB want this black steel pipe 

cut and removed from penetrating the new roof? Will CAFB want an alternate add price to remove the 

entire steel pipe and its concrete base from the building? Contractors should plan to accommodate the 

roof penetration as is. 

2)      Does the building have a source of high pressure compressed air that the contractors can use 

periodically throughout the construction process? This will be important to power the plasma cutter to 

remove the black steel pipe in question #1 and/or to provide air for power tools.  Contractor must 

supply all their own tools. 

3)      Does CAFB intend to purchase a colored roof panel or a galvanized roof panel? The “Perch Point”, 

or base to final for runway 31L and/or the turn to downwind or pull to a closed pattern for 13R in the T-

6 pattern at CAFB is directly overtop of this building. If CAFB chooses a bright and shiny finish then the T-

6 pilots could get blinded when the sun reflects off of the roof. We recommend a grey ash finish or 

something dull in nature to prevent this from happening.  The existing roof is dark brown.  Columbus 

Air Force Base (CAFB) does not plan to use the dark brown roof color, but will use that color for trim 

and other items similar to the existing building.  CAFB will choose a light color from one of the 

manufacture’s standard colors for the roof as stated in the SoW. 

4)      Will CAFB want dark brown gutters and downspouts similar to what is there now? Yes – as stated 

in SoW, CAFB will select colors from manufacture’s standard full range of color options for the 

material. 

5)      Domestic steel prices are in a constant state of change due to COVID-19 and ongoing trade 

relations. Any price given today will be obsolete in 30 days from now. Will CAFB please allow for a cost 

only (no profit or markup) steel inflation and material contingency on the project in the event that the 

award is made beyond 30 days? No, the resulting award from this solicitation will be a firm fixed price 

contract.  

6)      We have not seen nor experienced any negative bonding issues due to COVID-19 and the current 

state of the market.  Therefore, will CAFB continue to enforce the bonding requirement needed to bid 

the project?  Yes 

7)      Will CAFB want new concrete washouts/splash blocks at each downspout? Yes, as SoW already 

requires new splash blocks at each downspout. 

8)      Will CAFB accept a teaming agreement with the proposal that leverages off of the Subcontractor's 

roofing experience and the Prime Contractor's roofing and overall Federal experience? No, not as a 

teaming agreement.  If you were to submit as a Joint Venture then you would be able to leverage 

both firms’ experiences. 

9)      Does CAFB want an OSHA 30 Superintendent on the project at all times?  Yes 

10)  Does CAFB want a Quality Control Manager on the site at all times?  Yes 

11)  Does CAFB want a Site Safety Health Officer on the site at all times?  Yes 
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12)  Will CAFB allow any of the three (QA, SSHO, Site Super) to be combined into one or two individuals 

or should each position be staffed by an independent person?  Typically on a roofing “only” project we 

will allow the 1 person to fill all three jobs “if” they are properly qualified.   

13)  Which quadrant of the building can the construction team utilize for a bed down area?  Contractor 

cannot use the interior of the building. 

14)  Does the government want the awning in the back (adjacent to vent #1) replaced to match the new 

roof? No 

15)  Does CAFB intend for the contractor to attempt to eliminate as many of the roof penetrations as 

possible by rerouting out the side of the building versus through the top? Penetrations negate the intent 

of a watertight roofing system. It is recommended that the number of rooftop penetrations are kept to a 

minimum.  No changes beyond what is currently required in the SoW are intended to be a part of the 

scope of this project. 

16)  Will CAFB please clarify if there is lead based paint on the rooftop purlins and asbestos in the roof-

top insulation? The asbestos report was provided but it did not clarify or mention the rooftop insulation.  

No lead based paint report was included in the original solicitation package.  The purlins are coated 

with lead based paint.  Our current asbestos reports indicate the roof insulation is negative for 

asbestos. 

17)  Will CAFB please provide as-builts for all of the components in the building that vent through the 

roof.  Those drawings do not currently exist. 

18)  Is this job funded? Does CAFB think it will take 180 days to award? How long does CAFB anticipate 

taking for this award?  Funds are not currently available for this project.  Funding will be requested 

before the time of award.  There is no current estimated lead time for how long it would take to 

receive certified funds. 

19)  The solicitation Davis Bacon wage determination does not include the Roofer Rate and Fringes.  

Please contact Department of Labor for an updated Wage Determination for roofing trades or please 

advise as to which classification we can substitute for the roofer classification.  Please use the rate for 

“LABORER: Common or General” 

20)  The scope of work does not address removing/replacing the insulation under the roof panels. It is 

highly recommended for the insulation to be replaced. In our experience, it is nearly impossible to 

remove and replace the panels of this age and wear without damaging the existing insulation. It tends to 

stick to the back side of the roof panels after being in place for so many years. When old panels get 

removed the insulation almost always shreds into pieces. The building insulation comes in large rolls and 

held into place with clips or is draped over the purlins. It is not practical to patch torn insulation as it 

would not hold itself into place. Based on this known issue, should we include replacement for 

insulation and if so, what R-value? 3” is R-10, 4” is R-13, 6” is R-19 and these are all industry standard 

and relatively simple to install. Anything beyond 6” thick becomes very expensive and more difficult to 

install. The maximum R-value is R-30, and that comes with a banded system that ties into the purlins. 

This system is twice as expensive to purchase and twice the cost on installation. Existing SoW does 

require the roof insulation to be replaced. 
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21) In the Ventilation section of the revised SOW, item 1 says to balance air-flow of intake and exhaust 

fans. There are no existing intake fans, and item 3 says that the existing louvers will be used for intake 

air. Is the intent to add intake fans? No – building has adequate makeup air through louvers and 

openings.  See revised SoW. 

22) Item 3 says that the intake air will be from the existing interior louvers. Two of these louvers have 

been partially covered and office enclosures built in front of them. Will the two remaining louvers be 

adequate or will new additional louvers be required? No new louvers are required. 

23) In the Ventilation section of the revised SOW, item 1 says to balance air-flow of intake and exhaust 

fans. There are no existing intake fans, and item 3 says that the existing louvers will be used for intake 

air. Is the intent to add intake fans?  Same as 21. 

24) Item 3 says that the intake air will be from the existing interior louvers. Two of these louvers have 

been partially covered and office enclosures built in front of them. Will the two remaining louvers be 

adequate or will new additional louvers be required?  Same as 22. 

25) Do we need to add actuators to the intake vents to make sure they open when the exhaust vents are 

turned on?  Will leave that up to the Designer.  Existing louvers do not have actuators. 

26) 2 0f the 4 intake vents on Building 220 are blocked by offices. Do we close them up and put new 

ones or re-use existing ones above the office ceiling heights, to make sure we can get the proper air flow 

in the building? Same as 22. 

27) Please advise the exact wording required for the roof warranty.  Warranty matching the 

requirements of MBCI Standard III 20-year Weathertightness Warranty.  

28) Will this project take place during normal working ours or will after hours/weekend work be 

required? Please confirm the base’s normal working hours?  See Paragraph 4.3.6 of SoW. 

29) In the attachment 3 - AF Form 66, item 8 show 65% instead 55% per SOW. Please clarify. New AF 

The SoW has been updated to reflect the first design submittal shall be 65% matching the AF Form 66.   

30) In reference to the General Scope Item 2 of the SOW, are all side of the purlins to be painted are just 

the areas which will be in direct contact with the new roofing?  Per the newly revised SoW (02 SOW 

REPAIR MX FABRICATION SHOP ROOF, BLDG-220), the project scope has been revised to a retro-fit 

roof system which is to install a new Standing Seam Metal Roof (SSMR) over the top of the existing 

roof.  Repainting the purlins will no longer be required.  The new SSMR system will be the MBCI 

Double-Lok Over "R" Panel or an approved equal. 

31) In reference to New Work Item 3 in the SOW, MBCI, the metal panel manufacturer specified, does 

not offer a weather- or water-tight warranty for their PBR panel. However, according to Section 4.8 

Warranty, the warranty must cover the “water-tightness of the entire roofing system.”  Per the newly 

revised SoW (02 SOW REPAIR MX FABRICATION SHOP ROOF, BLDG-220), the project scope has been 

revised to a retro-fit roof system which is to install a new Standing Seam Metal Roof (SSMR) over the 

top of the existing roof.  The existing roof will not be removed.  Repainting the purlins will no longer 

be required.  The new SSMR system will be the MBCI Double-Lok Over "R" Panel or an approved 

equal. 
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32) According to Ventilation Item 1 in the SOW, the intake and exhaust fans are to have balanced air-

flow. However, there are no existing intake fans. See following question.  See item 21 and 22. 

33) According to Ventilation Item 3 of the SOW, the intake air will be from the existing interior louvers. 

However, two of these louvers have been partially covered and office enclosures built in front of them. 

Will the two remaining louvers be adequate or will new additional louvers be required? See item 21 and 

22. 

34) In the Ventilation section of the revised SOW, item 1 says to balance air-flow of intake and 

exhaust fans. There are no existing intake fans, and item 3 says that the existing louvers will be used for 

intake air. Is the intent to add intake fans and if so how many?  See item 21 and 22. 

35) Item 3 says that the intake air will be from the existing interior louvers. Two of these louvers 

have been partially covered and office enclosures built in front of them. Will the two remaining louvers 

be adequate or will new additional louvers be required and if so how many? See item 21 and 22. 

36) At the second pre bid walk thru, there was discussion as to that the thickness of the sheet metal 

may dictate the warranty period.  It was stated that the current roof material feels like it's 22 gauge and 

not 24 gauge as specified in the scope of work.  It was mentioned at this 2’nd walk thru that the client 

was interested in measuring the thickness.  We would like to know if the specifications will be changed 

to 22 gauge or remain at 24 gauge? Please advise.  Existing roof thickness was measured and the SoW 

gauge is correct. 

37) Can the past performance questionnaire can be replaced by the following: A CPAR or a formerly 

submitted past performance questionnaire for a similar job such as what we submitted for recent bid at 

CAFB BX 160 reroof? Please advise.  CPARS are acceptable.  Formerly submitted past performances on 

similar jobs are acceptable, so long as the Contracting Officer who submitted them previously 

provides them again in an email, and states that their ratings haven’t changed. 

38) We have had several qualified roofing contractors decline to bid this project as the installer has 

to provide a 20 year Water Tight Warranty. This is in addition to the 20 year manufacturer’s warranty 

required. The issue as most roofers are explaining to us is that providing the 20 year Water Tight 

warranty on a “Screw Down R Panel Roof” with exposed fasteners is uncommon in the industry and they 

don’t want to assume that liability with fastening system. A standing seam roof with fasteners not 

exposed is atypical of a 20 Water Tight Warranty supplied by the installer. Could the new roof be 

changed to standing seam or will it remain R Panel with exposed fasteners? Please advise.  .”  See 

answer to #31. 

39) Will the government consider using a retrofit roof with membrane if a 20 year warranty can be 

achieved?  .”  See answer to #31. 

40) Will the government consider any type of metal roof if a 20 year warranty can be achieved?  See 

answer to #31. 

41) NEW WORK Item 3) We are not aware of a manufacturer that will provide a 20-year weather-tight 

warranty on an exposed fastener roof. Standard warranties are 1-year for exposed fastener panel 

systems. Is a 20-year weather-tight warranty required?  See answer to #31. 
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42) VENTILATION Item 3) The 2 center existing louvers are inside offices and partially covered on the 

interior. It may not be possible to provide the required 32,000 cfm or 4-5 air changes per hour with the 

remaining 2 louvers. Does the Government want to relocate the louvers in the offices, increase the size 

of the remaining louvers or install additional louvers? Please advise how we are to handle the partially 

covered louvers.  See item 21 and 22. 

43) Are all purlins required to be replaced?  No – see new SoW and answer to #31. 

44) Will we be allowed to use interior outlets for jobsite power? Will the cost of this power usage be 

covered by the government?  Yes for both questions. 

 

The next questions are new and based off of concerns from the first round of Q&A answers. 

45) Question 25. Panel Profile: PBR 1-1/4" Ribs at 12" centers and 36" total coverage per panel width.. 

This is significantly different than the original scope of work that cited a 16" standing seam panel. 

Standing seam panels are the best and only true weathertight systems that the market has to offer. PBR 

panels are residential grade metal roof panels and are often found on houses and farm shops.  A roof 

this size will have nearly 20,000 screws in it. That's 20,000 possible single points of water intrusion. 

Please confirm that the DoD no longer wants a standing seam panel and instead wants to transition to a 

screw down PBR panel? PBR panels are cheaper to install and to purchase, but they do not come with 

installation warranties or weather tight warranties that are backed by the manufacturer. They only 

come with paint and finish warranties and one year labor warranties.  See answer to #31. 

46) This question is in relation to question 25 and only applies If CAFB opts to transition back to a 

standing seam system. The original scope of work called for a 16” standing seam panel. 16” panels are 

architectural in nature and are often found on fancy banks, Donald Trump Towers, and aesthetically 

pleasing buildings in a community environment. CAFB can obtain the same weather tight outcome, look, 

appearance, and overall effect while also saving a significant amount of expenses if they consider 

transitioning to a 24” standing seam panel. 24” panels are industry standard for hangars, shops, and 

buildings that aren’t necessarily looking to sell to the public or create a fancy public appearance. Will 

CAFB consider transitioning to a 24” panel?  The Double-Lok Panel is a standard 24” panel. 

47) Question 27. Line item #15...... Preparing & painting of existing purlins is part of the scope of this 

project. To properly prepare the purlins you'll have to remove any rust prior to applying new paint 

otherwise paint won't stick to them. The purlins were initially painted in the 1970's and are likely coated 

with lead based paint. Any prepping of the purlins would require disturbing the lead, thus knocking lead 

based paint off and onto the occupants down below. Because of this we recommend leaving the purlins 

alone. Prior to the first round of RFI answers we thought that the insulation was to remain which means 

that an installer should not have had much contact with the purlins. Now that the RFI's state to install 

new insulation, then the installers will definitely come into contact with the purlins.  If lead based paint 

is suspected or discovered will CAFB take responsibility for hiring an abatement team to abate the 

affected areas? Will the contractor be responsible for testing and abatement? Will CAFB issue a change 

order for any work necessary to abate the affected areas?  See answer to #31. 

48) Question 40. Corroded purlins. Contractor must clean and repaint. See lead abatement issue 

mentioned in previous question. This is a really bad idea given that this building will be occupied during 
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construction. Lead based paint abatement in an occupied building without a suspended roof and 

protection system is a really bad idea. Building a suspended roof and coordinating the lead abatement 

protection measures are not worth the extra million dollars CAFB is going to spend for the sake of 

having freshly painted purlins. If CAFB is looking for a fresh clean appearance under the roof, then 

consider hiding the aged purlins and aged insulation by installing a PBR liner panel (similar to what is on 

the walls now) to the bottom side of the purlins. See answer to #31. 

49) Question 33. The new roof will require a 20 year manufacturer warranty. The revised SOW, section 

4.8 warranty, calls for a 20 yr No Dollar limit warranty. NDL warranties are only issued by the 

manufacturers and are available using a standing seam system, but NDL warranties are not available nor 

are they tangibly possible for a screw down PBR system which is what was called out for in the RFI 

response to question 25. Please confirm that CAFB wants the PBR screw down panel and acknowledge 

that they're aware that panel manufacturers will not issue a NDL for this type of roofing system. If CAFB 

transitions back to the standing seam requirement and directs the warranty to be a NDL warranty, will 

CAFB want a copy of the NDL installation certificate? See answer to #31. 

50) Question 41. Requires a design from a designer that receives the majority of their income from 

roofing design projects. Will a registered architect certified to stamp drawings in the state of Mississippi 

suffice for this requirement? Registered architects are more than qualified to provide CAFB with an 

approved and adequate set of drawings, more so than a designer that receives 51% of their revenue 

from drawing metal roofing systems. Registered architects also have to coordinate with the engineers to 

locate the disconnects, louvers, and electrical requirements necessary for this project. A designer would 

not necessarily meet those requirements.  The roof designer will required a professional design 

registration; either architect or engineer and also meet the requirements of the SoW.  

 


